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1. BACKGROUND
On 1st February 2013, APP, through its Forest Conservation Policy (FCP) made a commitment to
suspend natural forest conversion across its entire supply chain (natural forest moratorium). In
accordance with this moratorium, plantation development is only permitted in areas that are
not considered High Carbon Stock (HCS) areas and also do not contain High Conservation Value
(HCV). PT Daya Tani Kalbar (DTK) is a pulpwood supplier of APP and thus is committed to
implementing APP’s FCP.
On 17th December 2013, a consortium of environmental NGOs called RPHK (Relawan Pemantau
Hutan Kalimantan/Forest Monitoring Volunteers of Borneo) published a report claiming that a
moratorium breach had occurred in DTK’s area. The RPHK report can be accessed here:
http://awsassets.wwf.or.id/downloads/rphk__17dec13__app_moratorium_deforestation_conti
nues.pdf.
The claims reported in the RPHK report are summarized as follows:
- “DTK deforested up to 1,400 hectare of natural forest in and around areas A, B and C (areas
defined with satellite images in the RPHK report) without completed High Conservation
Value, High Carbon Stock, or peat expert studies after 31stJanuary 2013 in clear violation of
APP’s moratorium and forest conservation policy.”
- Regarding forest clearing by PT. Gerbang Benua Raya (GBR), an oil palm company, whose
concession overlaps with DTK: “If overlapping allegation in forest clearance is proved true,
then it shows failure of DTK in fulfilling its legal obligation to prevent illegal logging and
illegal land clearing its [sic] own concession”
- Regarding the log piles photographed by RPHK: “RPHK’s November field investigation found
new log piles” … “which were not recorded in the timber stock inventory by APP, TFT, GP
and JPIK in September 2013, despite the fact that the September site visit was supposed to
check all log yards.”

2. VERIFICATION PROCESS
Based on the grievance report, the Grievance Committee undertook the following steps:
• An invitation was sent by email to RPHK on 20 December 2013 inviting them to undertake a
joint verification.
• A verification team was established.
• The Terms of Reference for the verification team was created.
• A second invitation was sent by email to RPHK by email on 3 January 2014 re-affirming the
offer for joint verification.
• Deployment of the verification team into the field.
• Receipt by Grievance Committee of a field verification report from the grievance
verification team and its distribution to RPHK.

A. Verification Team
The verification team comprises staff from APP and TFT as follows:
1. Willy Djohan West Kalimantan BET Officer (APP)
2. Ejeb Sudrajat (Program Officer of the Non-Java Plantation Forest Program,TFT)
RPHK did not respond to the invitations to attend the joint verification.
During the verification, the verification team interviewed personnel, examined documents and
undertook field observation. The team interacted with the following staff from DTK:
1. Rudi Hartono
2. M. Afwan
3. Broto Sutejo
4. Gatot E. Subroto
5. Supriadi
6. Rikson Roberto Nababan
7. Sadarudin
8. Abdul Gafur
9. Tri Ramdani
10. David E. Silaen
11. Banjir Budiono
12. Oki Maulana

B. Verification Timeline
The verification was undertaken from 7 January 2014 to 10 January 2014 and included the
following activities:
• 6 January 2014: Traveled from Jakarta to Pontianak (Capital of West Kalimantan).
• 7 January 2014: Data verification at the DTK office in Pontianak.
• 8 January 2014:
- Traveled from Pontianak to DTK
- Preparation meeting
- Data verification in DTK district office – Sei Rumbia (Ketapang, West Kalimantan)
• 9 January 2014: Field verification/ observation.
• 10 January 2014:
- Field verification/ observation.
- Closing meeting.
• 11 January 2014:
- Traveled from DTK district office to Pontianak.
- Completed supporting data verification in Pontianak.
• 12 January 2014: Traveled from Pontianak to Jakarta.

C. Verification Locations
Verification work was undertaken in the DTK Pontianak office, at the locations within DTK
identified in the RPHK report, and other relevant locations within DTK necessary to support this
verification.
D. Verification Method
The verification involved collecting evidencefrom various sources including analysis of Landsat
images, operational and legal documents, interviews with DTK staff and field observations:
1. Analysis ofLandsat images was undertaken using Landsat 7 at a scale of 1:50,000. The
analyzed images were captured in September 2012, October 2012, November 2012,
December 2012, January 2013, March 2013, April 2013, May 2013, June 2013, July 2013,
August 2013, September 2013, October 2013, November 2013 and December 2013
2. Review of operational and legal documents related to land clearance and wood legality.
3. Field observations and photographic records were compiled at locations identified in the
RPHK report.
4. Interviews were undertaken with relevant parties.
5. Various interrelated evidences were established as findings.
6. Development of recommendations in reference to the established conclusions and
APP’s FCP.
3. CONCLUSION
The conclusions based on the verification activities are outlined below. The verification results
from which these conclusions were drawn are presented in the annexes and attachments to
this report:
1. Regarding the claim that DTK carried out natural forest clearance in an area of 1,400
hectares after 31 January 2013; the verification team concluded that each of the areas
identified in the RPHK report as areas A, B & C were felled prior to 31stJanuary 2013.
Activities that occurred in those areas after the 31st of January 2013 relate to the extraction
of the logs felled prior to 31 January 2013, and the subsequent establishment of
plantations. Therefore, in accordance with the protocol for the moratorium on forest
clearance, these areas were defined as non-moratorium or plantation area. This conclusion
is reached from the following:
a. The SO team defined the moratorium area by identifying all natural forest stands in DTK
which had not been felled prior to 1st February 2013. Meanwhile, the non-moratorium
area included those that had been felled or cleared for plantation development prior to
1st February 2013. Since HCV & HCS assessments on that area have not yet been
completed during the moratorium boundary setting in February 2013, the delineation of
these boundaries was achieved through the use of relevant operational and legal
documents together with field observations.
b. During the SO, the team established boundaries between the moratorium areas and
non-moratorium areas. The SO team established boundary markers in the field,
recorded the boundary coordinates, took pictures of field conditions surrounding the
boundary markers and mapped the boundaries. The result of the moratorium boundary

mapping is provided to Independent Observers (IO) during periodic moratorium
monitoring and to other stakeholders through APP’s FCP Dashboard.
c. No breaches of the moratorium boundary were observed in the DTK concession during
the two periodic monitoring sessions conducted with the IOs in May 2013 and
September 20103, and during this verification visit.
d. Operational records show that from March 2013 through to October 2013, DTK carried
out land preparation in the non-moratorium areas which included the extraction of
natural forest woods cut prior to 1st February 2013 and planting.
e. RPHK included satellite images in its report to support its claim that DTK cleared areas of
natural forest after the 1st of February 2013. With reference to these satellite images,
the verification team reviewed the historical photographic evidences recorded during
the February 2013 moratorium boundary mapping and stock inventory process to
determine the condition of those areas on 1st February 2013. Analysis of the historical
photographic evidence (presented in Annex 1) determined that those areas had been
logged over before 1st of February. Therefore, the clearing activities shown in the
satellite images presented by RPHK is the clearing of shrubs and bushes following
removal of the natural forest logs that were felled prior to 1st February 2013. A review
of operational, legal and inventory stock documentation outlines the above chronology
of events. A more detailed explanation of the analysis can be found in Annex 7 (satellite
images) of the report.

2. Regarding the claim by RPHK that DTK failed in its obligation to prevent illegal logging and
illegal land clearing by PT. Gerbang Benua Raya, an oil palm company whose concession
overlaps with DTK; the verification team concluded that DTK had taken meaningful actions
to compel PT. Gerbang Benua Raya to stop its oil palm operations in the areas where its
concession overlaps with DTK’s. Despite these actions, PT. Gerbang Benua Raya continued
its operations because it claims to be legally compliant with Indonesian law. This conclusion
is reached from the following findings:
a. Within the legal pulpwood concession area of DTK, there is an overlap of land use with
PT. Gerbang Benua Raya who operates a palm oil production concession. DTK operates
under a legal license issued by the Ministry of Forestry, while PT. Gerbang Benua Raya
operates under legal license issued by the local regency government in accordance to
relevant laws and regulations. The total area that is affected by this overlap is 4,913.14
hectares.
b. To resolve the issue, DTK has engaged with relevant government authorities as well as
directly with PT. Gerbang Benua Raya since 2009.
c. In 20th June of 2011, a meeting was held between DTK, PT. Gerbang Benua Raya and
staff from the Ministry of Forestry. At this meeting, it was agreed that both DTK and PT.
Gerbang Benua Raya would stop activities in the overlapping area until the overlap issue
was clarified.
d. After the meeting, the Ministry of Forestry conducted verification in the field. The
Ministry of Forestry verification produced a report recommending that DTK and PT.
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Gerbang Benua Raya resolve the overlap issue through direct discussions between the
companies before resorting to legal processes.
After the above meeting and field verification, PT. Gerbang Benua Raya continued its
operational activities (including natural forest clearance, land preparation and planting)
on the overlapping areas. When approached by DTK in regards to the continued
clearing, PT. Gerbang Benua Raya insisted that their operations were legal.
Up to the time of this verification, PT. Gerbang Benua Raya had cleared an area totaling
2,800 hectares of the total overlapping area of which 704 hectares was natural forest as
designated by the DTK moratorium area.
In December 2013, DTK sent another letter to the government (Director of Forest
Investigation and Security, Ministry of Forestry) regarding the continuing land clearance
activity of PT. Gerbang Benua Raya.
On 20 December 2013, the Ministry of Forestry approved a new Provincial Land Use
Plan (RTRWP) for West Kalimantan province. In the new RTRWP, approximately 2,500
hectares (~51%) of the disputed area has been declared as Non-Forest/Other-Use Area
(APL) and is therefore no longer eligible for inclusion in the DTK concession. Therefore,
DTK will have to revise its boundary to exclude that area from its concession. DTK is
now in the process of revising its legal boundary. The remaining ~49% of the
overlapping concession area (approximately 2,400 hectares) has been declared as forest
production area and will remain in the DTK concession, and hence removed from the PT.
Gerbang Benua Raya concession. The exact location of the resultant new boundary
between the DTK and PT. Gerbang Benua Raya had not been demarcated by the
authorities at the time of writing this report.

3. Regarding the RPHK claim that they found new log piles, which were not recorded in the
Stock Inventory calculations of September 2013; the verification team confirmed that such
log piles do exist, but they consist of logs extracted from areas felled before 1st February
2013. The verification team concluded that DTK did not follow the stock inventory
procedures properly by not immediately reporting additional NFW wood stack volume that
has been government validated to the FCP Implementation, despite reporting its estimated
volume in a letter in July 2013. Additionally, the verification team also found an oversight
by FCP implementation team, who did not include the revised NFW estimated volume sent
by DTK in their July 2013 letter, during stock inventory finalization in early September 2013.
This conclusion is qualified with the following:
a. As a background, APP’s stock inventory process for NFW is as follows:
i. In February 2013, after moratorium launch, FCP implementation team took
inventory of all NFW felled before 1st of February 2013 at all critical nodes. For
logs that have been stacked, actual volume was measured. For logs still scattered
on the ground of cutting blocks/compartments, the volume was estimated.
ii. After initial stock inventory in February 2013 completed, the wood suppliers
continue to extract and stack the remaining NFW still scattered on the cutting
blocks.
iii. Once the stacked wood volume reached certain quantity, the suppliers will
measure, record and submit that volume for validation by the Ministry of
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Forestry’s district officer in the government produced Laporan Hasil Produksi or
LHP (Production Report) document.
iv. Only after the wood volume has been validated in LHP, can the suppliers then
reported it to the FCP implementation team who will check and approve it. The
approved volume is then considered to be part of the so (ie “SO-ed”) and can be
included into the stock inventory database to refine the NFW stock inventory
volume estimated in February 2013. In total, DTK has sent 6 stock inventory
reports to FCP implementation team from February to July 2013.
v. Only after the wood volume has been “SO-ed” can transport documents be
produced with special SO stamps.
vi. APP mill will only accept delivery of NFW that is accompanied by transport
document with the special SO stamp.
Operational and photographic records from the moratorium stock inventory process of
February 2013 and subsequent moratorium field observations confirmed that all natural
forest wood felling stopped before 1st February 2013.
During its last stock inventory reporting to FCP implementation team in July 2013, DTK
also sent a letter stating that NFW logs in some cutting blocks have not all been
extracted and stacked yet. They provided an estimation of this left over NFW volume,
which increases the original NFW volume estimate in February 2013.
Evaluation of operational records during the time period of satellite photos from RPHK
shows that operational activities in those areas after 1st of February 2013 are
incremental wood extraction and stacking which continues until end of September
2013.
After wood stacking is completed, DTK processed the additional volume of wood in
accordance to Ministry of Forestry regulation and had the volume (totaling 11,947 m3 of
logs) validated in LHP documents. Operational documents show that LHP process took
place between September and November 2013. Field observation and LHP documents
review confirmed that these are the stack of NFW wood that was reported in RPHK
report.
According to stock inventory procedure, after the volumes of wood have been validated
in the LHP document, DTK should immediately report it to FCP implementation team.
DTK did not do that.
DTK explained that since the volume that has been government validated stays inside
their concession area, they don’t think they need to immediately report it to FCP
implementation team to get the SO stamp for their transport document. APP has
stopped accepting NFW felled before 1st of February 2013 in their mill starting August
31st 2013.
Review of the stock inventory finalization result in early September 2013 shows that the
revised NFW volume sent by DTK in their July 2013 letter was not incorporated by the
FCP Implementation team.

4. RECOMMENDATION
1. The Grievance Committee to send a warning letter to DTK for not following the moratorium
protocol requirement that obliges DTK to promptly report the any new NFW volume of
wood that has been validated in an LHP document.
2. The FCP Implementation team to reaffirm to all APP suppliers, including DTK, that stock
inventory reporting should be carried out even when the newly stacked and government
validated NFW logs remains in the concession area.
3. DTK to immediately take further actions to resolve the legal status of its land that overlaps
with PT. Gerbang Benua Raya in accordance with the new RTRWP decision on land use in
the disputed area.
4. DTK to revise its moratorium boundary in accordance to the government’s new RTRWP
decision on land use in its concession area once it is finalized and approved by the relevant
authority.
5. APP to develop a protocol to address overlapping license issues within its pulpwood
suppliers concession area.

ANNEX 1. VERIFICATION RESULT
The verification team assessed the following three issues reported by RPHK:
- Whether DTK has cleared up to 1,400 hectares of natural forest inside, and in the surroundings of,
areas A, B and C after 31 January 2013 without incorporating inputs from High Conservation Value,
High Carbon Stock and peat land expert assessments. This would be a breach of the moratorium
and APP’s Forest Conservation Policy.
- Whether DTK failed to meet its legal obligation by not preventing the natural forest clearance of
PT. Gerbang Benua Raya (GBR), an oil palm company, in areas where there is an overlap of
concession licenses between that of DTK and PT. Gerbang Benua Raya.
- Whether there is a new stack of woods in DTK’s area that was not recorded in the Stock Inventory
calculations of September 2013.
The verification undertaken by the verification team is presented in the following report:
A. Area A
A.1.

Landsat Image Analysis and Photos of the Moratorium Boundaries

The interpretation of Landsat images spanning from September 2012 to November 2013 is displayed in
Attachment 7.
Based on the interpretation of Landsat image 7, image 8 and the operational activities report; the
timeline of HTI development activities in Area A is assessed to be:

Landsat Image Coverage

HTI Development Activities based on Analysis

8 September 2012

Primary canal construction

26 October 2012

Secondary canal network construction

11 November 2012

Natural forest woods logging

29 December 2012

Natural forest woods logging (continuation). Mostly covered
by cloud.

30 January 2013

Logging and log extraction.

19 March 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

20 April 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

28 April 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

22 May 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

30 May 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

15 June 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

1 July 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

Landsat Image Coverage

HTI Development Activities based on Analysis

18 August 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

19 September 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

27 September 2013

Planting land preparation

5 October 2013

Planting land preparation

22 November 2013

Planting land preparation and cultivation

30 November 2013

Planting land preparation and cultivation

16 December 2013

Planting land preparation and cultivation

The analysis of photos taken by the FCP Implementation Team during establishment of the moratorium
boundary in February 2013 concluded that natural forest logging activities had been completed in Area
A, but the extraction and land preparation for HTI planting had yet to take place. Based on that
conclusion, the FCP implementation team included Area A into the HTI development area, not into the
area under the natural forest clearance moratorium. A number of photos taken in Area A during
demarcation of the moratorium boundaries in February 2013 are presented in Pictures A1-A4 below.

Picture A1 Coordinate Point 0°42' 28.968"S, 109°56' 18.381"E

Picture A3. East direction, boundary of
moratorium & non-moratorium areas

Picture A2. North direction, non-moratorium area

Picture A4. South direction, moratoriumarea

A.2. Document Verification
There are a total of 24 compartments in Area A comprising 565.87 hectares.
Of these 24 compartments assessed during the moratorium boundary demarcation work in February
2013, it was found that there were 11 compartments on which planting had been completed and 13
compartments on which the natural forest logging had been completed but the woods extraction and
land preparation for planting had yet to start. The latter areas are the ones which RPHK reported to be
natural forest based on their observation of satellite images.
Documents were verified for the compartments in which planting had not commenced at the time the
moratorium boundary demarcation work undertaken in February 2013. The verification was held both
at PT. DTK regional office in Pontianak and district office in Sungai Rumbai.
No evidence was found to suggest that DTK had carried out natural forest clearance in areas overlapping
with the PT. Gerbang Benua Raya concession after 1 February 2013.
A.3. Field Observation
The verification team carried out field observations in area A at locations identified in Figure 1 of the
RPKH report. In Figure 1 of RPHK report there are photos 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, and the verification team
investigated with a site visit to each of the coordinate points attributed to those photos’ locations in the
report.
Findings at location of Photo 1 in Figure 1 from RPHK report
The GPS coordinate in photo 1 is located in the moratorium area and next to a secondary canal at
coordinate point S 0⁰44'7.10, E 109⁰51'47.39". Upon reaching the location, the verification team found
that the compartment had been planted with Acacia Crassicarpa species, aged 1 month. At the East
direction of this coordinate there was a compartment containing stacks of small round wood as shown
in picture 1 of the RPHK report. DTK has reported that stacks to the FCP Implementation Team, and the
stock inventory has been performed by the FCP Implementation Team.
Photo 1 of Figure 1 in RPHK report
1A. Photo from RPHK report at GPS
point:
S0⁰44'7.10
E109⁰51'47.39"

1B. Photo of verification team finding
at GPS point
S0⁰44'7.10
E109⁰51'47.39"

1C. Photo of verification team finding
at GPS point
S0⁰44'7.10
E109⁰51'47.39"

Findings at location of Photo2in Figure 1 from RPHK report
The location of the GPS point in of Photo 2 in Figure 1 is in the moratorium area at coordinate point
S0⁰44'32.6 E109⁰52'12.1 and located to the side of a secondary canal constructed by DTK.
North of the coordinate point is land inside the boundary of the HTI development area (not moratorium
area) as seen in the below picture.
This area is overlapping with the PT. Gerbang Benua Raya concession. The area to the north of the canal
had previously been developed by DTK including the road, canal construction, logging, land preparation
and woods utilization. During the visit the verification team found that the area was in the process of
being developed into oil palm plantation by PT. Gerbang Benua Raya.Part of the land had already been
planted with oil palm and alongside the road there were oil palm seeds ready for planting.
South of the coordinate point is land located in the boundary of the moratorium area of the DTK
concession area.
The field contained bushes on land which had previously been cleared but was yet to have been planted
with oil palm at the time when the team visited. Through interviews with DTK it was found that the
activities; including road construction, canal construction, logging and land clearing in this south area;
were all carried out by PT. Gerbang Benua Raya.
Photo 2 of Figure 1 in RPHK report:

2A. Photo from RPHK report at GPS
point
S0⁰44'32.46"
E109⁰52'12.14"

2B. Photo of verification team
findingat GPS point
S0⁰44'32.46"
E109⁰52'12.14"

2C. Photo of verification team
findingat GPS point
S0⁰44'32.46"
E109⁰52'12.14"

Findings at location of Photo 3 in Figure 1 from RPHK report The GPS point in photo 3 of Figure 1 in the
RPHK report is located in the main road of PT. Gerbang Benua Raya, at coordinate point S0⁰44'32.46"
E109⁰52'12.14" (in the boundary between the moratorium area and HTI development). The canal
construction to the East and West part was completed by DTK prior to the moratorium on 1 February
2013.PT. Gerbang Benua Raya continued land clearance and preparation in the area after DTK stopped
its activities. To the West of the coordinate an area has been planted with oil palm by PT. Gerbang
Benua Raya with an age of approximately 6 months, similar to the Southern area nearby the PT.
Gerbang Benua Raya camp site.
Photo 3 of Figure 1 in RPHK report
3A. Photo from RPHK report at GPS
point
S0⁰44'44.15"
E109⁰51'40.30"
3B. Photo of verification team finding
at GPS point
S0⁰44'44.15"
E109⁰51'40.30"

3B. Photo of verification team finding
at GPS point
S0⁰44'44.15"
E109⁰51'40.30"

Findings at location of Photo 4 in Figure 1 from RPHK report
The GPS point in photo 4 of the RPHK report is located in the transport road of PT. Gerbang Benua Raya
and outside the HTI development area (inside the moratorium area) which is inside PT. DTK’s
concession. Infrastructure construction, land clearance and preparation had occurred at the area. The
North, East and West parts had been planted with oil palm aged approximately 6 years, while the
condition in the south part was that of a logged over area/ LOA.
Photo 4 of Figure 1 in RPHK report

4A. Photo from RPHK report at GPS
point
S0⁰45'17.78"
E109⁰51'38.64"

4B. Photo of verification team findingat
GPS point
S0⁰45'17.78"
E109⁰51'38.64"

4C. Photo of verification team
findingat GPS point
S0⁰45'17.78"
E109⁰51'38.64"

Findings at location of Photo 5 in Figure 1 from RPHK report
The location of the GPS point in Photo 5 of Figure 1 in the RPHK report is on the main road of PT.
Gerbang Benua Raya and outside the HTI development boundary but inside the DTK concession. All
activities of infrastructure construction, natural forest clearance and land preparation were done by PT.
Gerbang Benua Raya. The Western part of this area directly borders a natural forest stand (logged over
area).

Photo 5 of Figure 1 in RPHK report
5A. Photo from RPHK report at GPS
point
S0⁰45'4.21"
E109⁰52'45.27"

5B. Photo of verification team
findingat GPS point
S0⁰45'4.21"
E109⁰52'45.27"

5C. Photo of verification team
findingat GPS point
S0⁰45'4.21"
E109⁰52'45.27"

Findings at location of Photo 6 in Figure 1 from RPHK report
The location of the GPS point in Photo 6 of Figure 1 in the RPHK report is in the land preparation area
that was carried out by PT. Gerbang Benua Raya, which is inside the moratorium area of DTK’s
concession. All the infrastructure development, natural forest clearance and land preparation was done
entirely by PT. Gerbang Benua Raya. The North, East and South directions are moratorium area, which
are in form of natural forest stand. The area is in a ready-to-plant condition.

Photo 6 of Figure 1 in RPHK report
6A. Photo from RPHK report at GPS
point
S0⁰44'28.66"
E109⁰53'16.35"

6B. Photo of verification team
findingat GPS point
S0⁰44'28.66"
E109⁰53'16.35"

6C. Photo of verification team
findingat GPS point
S0⁰44'28.66"
E109⁰53'16.35"

B. Area B
B.1. Landsat Image Analysis and Photos of the Moratorium Boundaries
The interpretation of Landsat images spanning September 2012 to November 2013 is presented in
Attachment 2.
Based on the Landsat image interpretation of Area B and the operational activities report, the HTI
development activities in this area were determined to have occurred as per details below (full images
in attachment 7).
Landsat Image Coverage

HTI Development Activity based on analysis

8 September 2012

Primary canal construction outside B area

26 October 2012

Primary canal construction

11 November 2012

Primary & secondary canal construction & clearance

29 December 2012

Primary & secondary canal construction & clearance

30 January 2013

Clearance, log extraction and land preparation

19 March 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

20 April 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

28 April 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

6 May 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

22 May 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

15 June 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

1 July 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

18 August 2013

Land preparation

19 September 2013

Land preparation and planting

27 September 2013

Land preparation and planting

5 October 2013

Land preparation and planting

22 November 2013

Land preparation and planting

30 November 2013

Land preparation and planting

16 December 2013

Land preparation and planting

Observation of the photos taken during the moratorium area boundary deliniation by the FCP
Implementation Team in February 2013 demonstrates that the natural forest logging had already been
carried out in the area. However, the natural forest woods extraction and/or land preparation had yet to
be completed. Samples of photo documentation from the boundary marking work in February 2013 are
presented in pictures B.1-B.4. below.

PictureB.1.Coordinate point S 0°42' 34.419",
E 109°57' 12.758"

PictureB.2. North direction, non-moratorium area

Picture B.3. East Direction, moratorium are

Picture B.4. South direction, moratorium area

Picture B.5. West Direction, non-moratorium area

B.2. Document Verification
Document verification was held at DTK’s regional and district office in Sungai Rumbia.
B.3. Field Verification
The verification team carried out field observations in area B at locations identified in Photos 7 and 8 in
Figure 2 of the RPKH report. The verification team took some photos and observed the surroundings at
those coordinates.
Findings at location of Photo 7 in Figure 2 from RPHK report
The location of the GPS points in Photo 7 in Figure 2 of the RPHK report is in the HTI development area
(not in the moratorium area), i.e. at coordinate point S0⁰41'57.2, E109⁰56'14.95". During the site visit
the team found that the condition in the compartment was of completed land preparation with
plantation yet to start. All activities from canal construction to natural forest clearance were completed
by DTK prior to 1 February 2013.
The North, South and West directions border the moratorium area which still contains natural forest.

Photo 7 of Figure 2 in RPHK report
7A. Photo from RPHK report at GPS
point
S0⁰41'57.2”
E109⁰56'14.95"

7B. Photo of verification team
findingat GPS point
S0⁰41'57.2”
E109⁰56'14.95"

7C. Photo of verification team findingat
GPS point
S0⁰41'57.2”
E109⁰56'14.95"

Findings at location of Photo 8 in Figure 2 from RPHK report
The location of GPS points in photo 8 of the RPHK report is inside the HTI development area, i.e. at
coordinate S 0⁰41'56.20", E 109⁰56'22.62" and near to a secondary canal. At the time of the verification
team visit, the land had been cleared and was ready to plant, but yet to be cultivated with HTI plant. The
activities of canal construction and logging in this area were carried out by DTK prior 1 February 2013.
The boundary of the moratorium area is located to the East of this location and remained intact at the
time that the verification team visited the site.
Photo 8 of Figure 2 in RPHK report
8A. Photo from RPHK report at GPS
point
S 0⁰41'56.20",
E 109⁰56'22.62"

8B. Photo of verification team
findingat GPS point
S 0⁰41'56.20",
E 109⁰56'22.62"

8C. Photo of verification team
findingat GPS point
S 0⁰41'56.20",
E 109⁰56'22.62"

C. Area C
C.1. Landsat Image Analysis and Photos of the Moratorium Boundaries
Interpretation of the Landsat images from September 2012 to November 2013 is presented in Annex. 6.
Based on the Landsat image interpretation and the operation activities report on area C, the HTI
development activity in this area was found to be as follows:

Landsat Image Coverage

HTI Development Activity based on analysis

8 September 2012

Primary & secondary canal construction

26 October 2012

Clearance& extraction

11 November 2012

Clearance, log extraction & land preparation

29 December 2012

Clearance, log extraction & land preparation

30 January 2013

Clearance, log extraction & land preparation

19 March 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

20 April 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

6 May 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

22 May 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

15 June 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

1 July 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

18 August 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

19 September 2013

Log extraction and land preparation

5 October 2013

Land preparation and planting

22 November 2013

Land preparation and planting

16 December 2013

Land preparation and planting

Field photos taken during the work to delineate the moratorium boundaries in February 2013 showed
that DTK had completed natural forest clearance in area C before 1 February 2013. In part of the area,
woods extraction and/or land preparation required to make the area ready for planting had not been
completed.
Sample photos taken during the moratorium boundary delineation by the FCP Implementation Team in
February 2013 are displayed below in pictures C.1. to C.6:

Picture C.1.Stake point : HM 0

Picture C.2. Coordinate point S 0°46'7.371", E 109°47'39.713"

Picture C.3. North direction, non-moratorium area

Picture C.4. East Direction, moratorium area

Picture C.5. South Direction, moratorium area

Picture C.6. West Direction, non-moratorium area

C.2. Document Verification
Document verification was carried out in the DTK regional office in Pontianak and its district office in
Sungai Rumbia.
C.3. Field Observation
The verification team travelled around Area C to undertake field observation in a bid to assess the
potential breaches of the FCP implementation.
The Verification Team examined small round woods recorded in the verification documents, i.e. KBK
woods which have been reported through the Harvesting Production Report (LHP) and legalized by the
Ketapang District Forestry Office, but have yet to be reported to the FCP team. The KBK woods were
spread across 4 compartments. The stacked woods were still located on the landing and were found to
have originated from the area demarcated as non-moratorium/HTI development area.
The verification team did not find any breaches of the moratorium boundaries in relation to the
existence of the wood. The condition of the wood observed on the landing is showed in picture C.7.

Picture C.7. Stacks of KBK woods at coordinate points S0° 45'33", E 109° 47'3"
And S 0° 45'53", E 109° 47'6"
The verification team also found wood stock, both KB and KBK, which had been cut before 1 February
2013 but had not yet been extracted from the field. The woods were found across 11 compartments.
The aforementioned woods, both those found as stacked stock and the stock found in the field (yet to
be extracted and stacked), were reported to the FCP Implementation team during the stock inventory
(SO) activity IV in July 2013. In the letter, DTK reported that there was a stock of woods in the field that
had yet to be extracted and stacked, scattered across an area of 640 hectares with an estimated volume
of 38,000 m3 (the clarification letter regarding the existence of the wood is attached to this report).

The wood located in the field which has yet to be extracted and stacked is shown in picture C.8 below.

Picture C.8. Woods stock in the field at coordinate points:
S 0° 44'51", E 109° 46'41" and S 0° 44'36", E109° 46'50"

ANNEX 2. RESULT FROM EVIDENCE COLLECTION & DISCUSSION
Overlapping area with PT Gerbang Benua Raya (GBR)
The natural forest clearance and oil palm plantation development work carried out by GBR in the area of
its concession which overlaps with the DTK concession was found to be continuing up to the time of the
verification team field visit in January 2014. Area A identified in the RPHK report contains land which is
included within both the concession licenses of GBR and DTK.
The chronology of DTK’s efforts to resolve the issue of overlapping concessions between DTK and GBR is
as follows:
A letter was sent from the Head of Forestry and Plantation Office, Kubu Raya Regency,
No.522/40/Hutbun.B3/2009 dated 2 March 2009 to DTK regarding the Overlapping Working Area
(IUPHHK-HT) between DTK and GBR.
A letter was sent from DTK President Director to the Indonesian Minister of Forestry No.013/DTKPTK/III/2009 dated 10 March 2009 regarding the Overlapping Area between DTK and GBR.
A letter was sent from the Indonesian Minister of Forestry to the Kubu Raya Regent No.S.565/MenhutII/2009 dated 22 July 2009 regarding the response to the overlapping concession with GBR in West
Kalimantan Province. It stipulated five points, the fifth point asked the Kubu Raya Regent, who issued

the oil palm plantation permit for GBR, to immediately revoke the permit of GBR plantation for the
4,274 hectares located in the DTK concession.
A letter from Kubu Raya Regent to the Minister of Forestry No.188/1080/HK dated 28 October 2009
containing a Response to the Minister of Forestry Letter (No.S.565/Menhut-II/2009) regarding the
Request to Revoke the Plantation License of GBR. The letter contains 10 points, in which points no. 1-6
explain that GBR was in conformance with to the regional directives and through point no.7 the Regent
suggested that instead the Minister of Forestry revoke DTK’s license.
A letter from Kubu Raya Forestry and Plantation Office to the DTK Director No.
522/716/Hutbun.D1/2009 dated 2 November 2009 regarding the Temporary Suspension (Status Quo)
containing 4 points in which point no.3 requested DTK to temporarily suspend its activities until the
Indonesian Minister of Forestry submits a response to letter no.188/1080/HK to the Regent.
A letter from Kubu Raya Regent to the DTK President Director No. 188/0516/HK dated 5 May 2010 that
requested DTK to stop its socialization activity to the community in the GBR plantation location because:
(a) GBR has obtained a location permit from Pontianak Regency government based on its Regent’s Letter
No. 323 Year 2007 dated 1 November 2007 for an area of 13,400 hectares, for which the entire area is
located in Non-forest Area (APL); (b). Subsequently GBR was granted a plantation permit based on the
Decree of Kubu Raya Regent No. 09 Year 2009 dated 1 November 2009.
On 20th June 2011, a meeting was held to discuss the overlapping concession area between DTK and
GBR in West Kalimantan. The meeting was attended by the Director of Forest Investigation and
Protection, DTK and GBR and resulted in the decision to undertake field observations and a request that
each party stop its activities in the disputed area.
Following the meeting on 20th June 2011, the Forest Investigation and Protection Director established
an investigation team through letter, no. S.335/IV/PPH-3/2011, which was followed by an assignment
letter from the Director, no. PT.294/IV/PPH-3/2011, dated 26 July 2011, requesting an examination of
the overlapping concession area between DTK and GBR. The results were as follows:
1. A consultation to be scheduled to achieve a concensus between DTK and GBR pertaining to the
following proposal:
a. The area developed/planted by GBK measuring approximately 700 hectares in total is to be
transferred from DTK’s concession into GBR’s.
b. The area in GBR’s permit (which has yet to be cleared nor planted) which is also included in
DTK’s concession but is classified as non-forest area is to be managed under DTK’s
concession until the expiration of the permit.
2. Should there be no concensus between both parties, it is advised that the parties resort to legal
proceedings.

On 6th August 2013 DTK held a meeting with GBR regarding the Instruction from the Director of Forest
Investigation and Protection to GBR requiring that they not undertake activities within DTK’s concession.
The outcome of the meeting is as follows:

1. GBR field staff refused to suspend its operations until they receive a letter authorized by GBR’s top
management requesting them to do so.
Periodically, DTK field staff monitor the overlapping area and prepares a monitoring report (the report is
attached to this report). Verbal communicationwas made with the GBR office representative in the field
and in Pontianak asking GBR to stop the land clearance and to comply with the agreement reached
through the department of Forest Investigation and Security, Ministry of Finance. These requests were
disregarded. GBR stated that its operations are legal and therefore it does not need to stop its
operation.
An official letter 034/DTK-PTK/XII/2013 dated 19 December 2013 sent by the DTK Director to the
Director of Forest Investigation and Security, Ministry of Forestry notifying them that GBR continued
with its operational activities to develop oil palm plantation in the concession area overlappingwith
DTK’s concession.
Of the overlapping area between DTK and GBR totaling 4,913.14 hectares, GBR has cleared an area of
2,816.62 hectares of which 704,48 hectares has been cleared since 1 February 2013.
On 20 December 2013 the Ministry of Forestry enacted decree no. SK.936/Menhut-II/2013 regarding an
amendment to the designation of forest into non-forest area over an area of around 554,137 hectares
(Five hundred and fifty four thousands one hundred thirty seven) and the designation of non-forest into
forest area totaling to around 52,386 hectares (fifty two thousand three hundreds eighty six) in West
Kalimantan Province. Based on this decree, an area of 2,513 hectares in DTK was changed into a nonforest area in the overlapping area with GBR.
The Ministry of Forestry approved a new Provincial Land Use Plan (RTRWP) for West Kalimantan
Province. In the new RTRWP, approximately 2,513 hectares of the area in dispute has been decreed as
Non-Forest/Other-Use Area (APL) and thus will not be included in the production forest area. Therefore,
DTK will have to revise its boundary to exclude that area from its concession. Currently DTK is in the
process of revising its legal boundary.
D.

Unreported Woods at Stock Opname/ Ground Checking II

D.1.

Document Verification

Document verification was carried out to determine if there were any unreported woodsthat had not
been recorded in the Stock Inventory by the FCP implementation team. The verification team found
there were logs (KB) and small logs (KBK) which had been reported and legalized by the Forestry Office,
based on the issued LHP, which had not been reported to the FCP Implementation Team.
Logs (KB)
The volume of KB, which have been reported to the Forestry Office but have yet to be reported to the
FCP Implementation is 1,288.94 m3 originating from 7 compartments. The woods have been legalized
through the LPH issued by the Ketapang Forestry Office dated 25 September 2013. The LHP document
was not yet available when the ground checking team of the FCP performed the second scheduled
ground checking activities in early September 2013.

Small logs (KBK)
The amount of stacked KBKs identified on the landing which have not been reported to the FCP
Implementation Team totaled 10,658.05 m3 originating from 6 compartments, all were located in the
non moratorium area. The woods were reported and legalized by the Ketapang Forestry Office through
the LHP: 18/LHP-KBK/DTK-KTP/IX/2013 dated 27 September 2013. Therefore, when the FCP ground
checking team visited the field in early September 2013, the woods had not been reported nor legalized
by the Forestry Office.
The FCP Implementation Team socialized the moratorium protocol to DTK by sending the protocol on 31
January 2013.
The verification team also examined a letter that was sent by DTK in July 2013 to the FCP
Implementation team which stated that there are still logs in the cutting blocks that have not yet been
extracted and stacked by DTK. In the letter, DTK provided an estimation of this left over NFW volume,
which increases the original NFW volume estimate in February 2013. A copy of this letter can be found
in Annex 6.
The verification team checked the final NFW tally in the result of September 2013 stock inventory
activities and noted that the final tally for DTK NFW in September did not include the estimate value
that DTK sent in July 2013.
D.2.

Field Observation

The field observations regarding wood that has been observed but not yet reported to the FCP
Implementation Team is as follows:
Logs (KB)
Stacks of logs totaling 1,288.94 m3 were found in Log Yard Block 3 which was consistent with the logs
reported by RPHK

Picture D.1. Stacks of small logs in Log Yard Block 3 coordinate point 0⁰43’5.24” S 109⁰56’33.6” E

Small logs (KBK)
The observed KBK which have yet to be reported to the FCP Implementation Team were scattered in
stacks located in 6 compartments: 2 compartments located in Area A and 4 located in Area B. The
photos of field verification result are presented below:

Picture D.2 Stacks of KBK at coordinate point S 0° 43'44", E 109° 52'17"

Picture D.3. Stacks of KBK at coordinate point S 0° 43'46", E 109° 52'17.9"
Interviews with TFT staff revealed that the FCP Implementation Team had socialized the moratorium
protocol to DTK through a video conference with DTK staff and West Kalimantan Region SMF staff in
January 2013.
DTK staff also provided explanation why they did not immediately reported the new stacked volume
that has been validated by government official in an LHP document. The following is the process for
stock inventory update based on the moratorium protocol:
i. Initial stock inventory for logs felled before 1st of February 2013 was undertaken by the FCP
Implementation team on all APP’ suppliers concessions, including DTK, in early February 2013, after
moratorium launch. For logs that have been stacked, actual volume was measured. For logs still
scattered on the ground of cutting blocks/compartments, the volume was estimated.
ii. After initial stock inventory in February 2013 completed, suppliers continued to extract and stack
the remaining NFW still scattered on the cutting blocks.

iii. Once the stacked wood volume reached certain quantity, the suppliers will measure, record and
submit that volume for validation by the Ministry of Forestry’s district officer in the government
produced the Laporan Hasil Produksi or LHP (Production Report) document.
iv. Only after the wood volume has been validated in LHP, can the suppliers then reported it to the FCP
implementation team who will check and approve it. The approved volume is then considered to be
part of the SO (i.e. “SO-ed”) and can be included into the stock inventory database to refine the
NFW stock inventory volume estimated in February 2013. In total, DTK has sent 6 stock inventory
reports to FCP implementation team from February to July 2013.
v. Only after the wood volume has been “SO-ed” can transport documents be produced with special
SO stamps.
vi. APP mill will only accept delivery of NFW that is accompanied by transport document with the
special SO stamp.
Since APP ended delivery of NFW prior to moratorium into their mills in 31st August 2013, DTK was not
going to send the new stack of wood to APP. Therefore, DTK staff thought they don’t need to get the
FCP implementation team to check and “SO-ed” the LHP stack immediately since they’re not processing
any transport document that require the SO stamp anytime soon. Furthermore, DTK had already
reported the estimated value of those logs to FCP implementation team in July 2013 so their obligation
has been met.

ANNEX. 3 MINUTES OF MEEETING WITH PT GBR

ANNEX. 4 REPORT ON LAND CLEARING BY PT. GBR IN PRIME CROPS AND PROTECTED AREAS

ANNEX. 5. LETTER FROM DTK DIRECTOR TO DIRECTOR OF FOREST INVESTIGATION AND SECURITY

ANNEX. 6. LETTER FROM DTK TO APP’s FCP IMPLEMENTATION TEAM

